
THE WALL DRILL 
"Your lacrosse stick should become part of your body!" 

 
To become proficient in passing and shooting, the player must be able to propel the ball from the stick with the 
wrist "snap." Many beginning players pass and shoot with an arm motion, or "push" the ball, which causes the 
ball to leave the stick on a low trajectory resulting in a low pass or shot. An excellent way to develop the wrist 
snap is to utilize the wall. Go to a cinderblock or brick wall and stand approximately 3 to 5 yards away. Any 
wall will work (no windows), but a smooth concrete surface at least 10 feet tall is the best. 

You can and will observe daily improvement if proper technique is maintained. Increase the reps as wrists 
become stronger. Aim for as many reps as possible with desired form, however. This is a lefty-righty work out. 
Attempt to do as many reps as possible. Remember, your goal is to strengthen the wrists, to become proficient 
in releasing the ball with the snap of the wrists, to gain hand speed, and to develop a quick release. 

Do as much as much of this routine 4-5 times a week for 15-20 minutes (no more). Beginning players should 
start at 30 reps with each hand before moving to a different part of the drill. Your goal should be to get through 
the entire drill (50 reps with each hand) with each hand in under 20 minutes. If you only get through part of the 
drill, it is easy to set a goal for next time. 

Proper 1 hand technique: 

Wearing gloves, hold the stick in one hand at its balance point and then place the head of the stick in the "box" 
area next to the ear. Then with one hand, "snap" the wrist which will cause the ball to come out of the stick in a 
straight line and bounce off the wall straight back into the stick kept in the box area. This will be difficult at 
first. Do not take shortcuts. Keep the head of the stick in the box and not down off the shoulder.  

Proper 2 hand technique: 

Wearing gloves, hold the stick with your top hand approximately half way down the shaft of the stick. Your 
opposite hand should cover the end cap. Snap the top wrist while bringing the bottom hand towards your 
dominant arm pit. This will help to keep your stick in a vertical postion. Try to keep the head of the stick in the 
box at all times. Passing is like casting a fishing line. Be ready for the ball to return in a hurry. Change your foot 
stance as you change your hands, that is lead with your left foot if passing from the right, and so forth. Stick 
protection is important. 

Proper Cross hand technique: 

This is the similar to two hand technique. Hold the stick such that the dominant hand is across your body. The 
head of the stick should be kept in the "box" near the opposite ear. This will be awkward at first but only the 
advanced players will get to this stage. 



Stick and Wall Workout 
 
STICK DRILLS 
The wall is the best way to sharpen stickwork. It can be done solo or with a partner.  
Players at ALL levels constantly work to improve their stick skills on the wall. 
 
Right Handed - 50x. Stand in front of wall. Left foot in front. Throw right and catch right. 
Left Handed - 50x. Stand in front of wall. Right foot in front. Throw left and catch left. 
 
Cross hand - 25x.  Stand in front of wall. Throw right, catch right, change hands and throw left and catch left. 
Criss Cross - 25x. Stand in front of wall. Throw right, catch left, and throw left and catch right. 
 
One handed -  10x.  Put your left hand behind your back. Have your right hand were you would typically 
cradle (near the top of the stick) and then throw 10x.  Do the same with your left hand. 
Quick stick - 50x. Stand close to a wall. Throw left, quick stick left, change hands and throw right, quick stick 
right. 
 
Behind the Back- 50x. Left and right (learning how to throw an accurate behind the back pass on the wall can 
improve your stick handling skills)  
 
Variations - How often in a game are you standing still while passing or catching?  
Instead of standing still, slide along the wall to your left, then to your right. Keep your feet moving constantly 
and concentrate on keeping your hips square to the wall and not crossing your feet. Make sure your passes lead 
you farther along the wall. This helps you to make accurate passes to a moving target, as well as practicing 
passing and catching while on the move. 
 
GB DRILLS 
The ability to pick up ground balls is a very important part of the game. A team that can control ground balls 
can control the game. Simply put “ground balls win lacrosse games”. 
 
Ground Balls- Work about 15 to 20 ground balls with one particular hand at a time. 
 
Additional Note- While doing this drill make sure you go full speed. Players should work on proper technique. 
1-Bending your waist & knees 2- Dropping your bottom hand (butt of the stick) 3- Scooping through the ball 
full speed (don’t stop and rake the ball into your stick) 
 
ONE ON ONE DRILLS 
One of the most important skills needed to become a better lacrosse player is the ability to dodge. No matter 
what level player you are up against, without the ability to dodge you will see little success in freeing your 
hands for accurate passes and shots. 
 
One-on-one Moves 
Face Dodge- Run at your target. Which ever side your stick is on you step with your opposite foot.  Keep the 
stick in the same hand and cross it front of your face.  Example: if your stick is in your right hand or right side. 
You step with your left foot and follow with your right. Your stick is following the movement. 
 
 
 
Split Dodge- Run at your target. Same as the face dodge but your switching your hands.  If the stick is in your 
right hand, it should be in the left hand when the move is completed.  Make the transformation from one hand to 
another in the middle of the move. This move is similar to a cross-over in basketball. 



 
Roll Dodge- Run at your target.  Again you step with your opposite foot.   This time when you step, you have to 
make sure your hip is close to the target. Plant with your opposite foot and roll to the same side you planted 
your foot to.  Example: The stick is on my right side. I run at the target and plant with my left foot.  I throw my 
hip into the target, tuck the stick into your cheat and roll to your left.  Once out of this move your stick should 
be in your left hand. 

 
Variations - Some of the most memorable moves in recent memory have been new moves that were never seen 
before. Experiment while working on your dodges so your feel more comfortable trying new moves in the 
games. 

 
Additional Note- When your working on these moves, you need to have the mindset of using your speed. Your 
speed should be constant at first. When you make your move your speed should increase. (Explode out of the 
dodge) 
 
SHOOTING DRILLS 
Shooting should be practiced with a partner and a goal whenever possible. When practicing shooting alone 
make sure you through the ball up and catch it simulating a pass before you shoot. 
 
Warm-up - Warm yourself up so that you do not throw out your shoulder or arm, and then work up to shooting 
it as hard as you can. 
 
Technique – Shooting overhand is the most accurate shot and always stepping towards the target while 
shooting is essential for a hard accurate shot. 
 
Set Shots – Practice set shots from different spots on the field. Make sure your lead foot is pointing at your 
target and your stick is fully extended behind you. Make sure to mix in bounce shots ! 
 
Shooting on the Run – Practice shooting on the run from different angles on the field. Make sure your lead 
foot is pointing at your target and your stick is fully extended behind you. Make sure to mix in bounce shots ! 
 
Dodging and Shooting - Concentrate on moving your feet and shooting out of a dodge or while cutting to the 
goal. Attackmen should work on shooting off the dodge. Come from behind the net, do your inside roll and 
shoot. Work on your outside roll with a shot and the rocker step with a shot.  
 
Variations – Practice shooting on the wall. Stand a little farther away from the wall than you normally would. 
Try to pick a spot on the wall about six feet off the ground and try to send the ball there on a direct line. 
Concentrate on shifting your weight from your back foot to your front foot. If you consistently work at this, you 
will develop the muscles necessary to speed up your shot. Another added benefit will be the variety of ways that 
the ball will come back to you, forcing you to catch the ball off of all kinds of bounces. 

 
Additional Note- Repetition is the key, take chances and aim for corners...make it fun, experiment with 
sidearm, under hand, behind the back. By catching and shooting quickly from different spots, with different 
shots, players learn to catch and score much more effectively. 
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